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under did not penetrate beyond the river H y-p k a s i s, though a few Authors have described the country *as far as the river G- a n g e s and the parts near its mouths and the city of P a-1 i rn b o t h r a, which is the greatest in India, and situated near the Ganges.
III. I shall now state the dimensions of Indict* and in doing so let me follow Eratosthenes of Kyrene as the safest authority, for this Era-tosthen£s made its circuit a subject of special inquiry.* He states, then, that if aline be drawn from Mount Tauros, where the Indus has its springs, along the course of that river and as far as the great ocean and the mouths of the Indus, this side of India-will measure 13,000 stadia, f But the contrary side, which diverges from the same point of Tauros and runs along the Eastern Sea, he makes of a much different length., for there is a headland which projects far out into the
* Sclimieder, from whoso text I translate, Las here altered (perhaps unnecessarily) the reading of the MSS. from ttjs TreptoSov to yf)$ Trepwftov. The measurements given by Strabo are more accurate than those of Arrian. They are, however,, not at all -wide of the mark; General Cunningham, indeed, remarks that their close agreement with the actual size of the country is very remarkable, and shows, he adds, that the Indians, even at that early date in their history, had a, very accurate knowledge of the form and extent of their native land.
f The Olympic stadium, -which was in general usb throughout Greece, contained 600 Greek feet — 625 Roman feet, or 606| English feet. The Roman, mile contained eight stadia, being about half Hi, stadium less than an English mile. T*ie schoinos (mentioned "below) -was =2 Persian parasangs = 60 stadia., but was generally taken at half that length,

